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Abstract— This technology briefing is intended for those 
interested in constructing custom software analysis and 
manipulation tools to support research or commercial 
applications.  srcML (srcML.org) is an infrastructure consisting 
of an XML representation for C/C++/C#/Java source code along 
with efficient parsing technology to convert source code to-and-
from the srcML format.  The briefing describes srcML, the 
toolkit, and the application of XPath and XSLT to query and 
modify source code.  Additionally, a short tutorial of how to use 
srcML and XML tools to construct custom analysis and 
manipulation tools will be conducted.   

Index Terms—srcML, static program analysis, program 
transformation, XML.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

srcML (sõrs em el), n. 1. an infrastructure for the exploration, 
analysis, and manipulation of source code.  2. an XML format for 
source code. 3. a lightweight, highly scalable, robust, multi-
language parsing tool to convert source code into srcML. 4. a free 
software application licensed under GPL. 

 
The briefing will introduce the srcML [1-4] infrastructure 

(www.srcML.org).  The main objective of srcML is to directly 
support conducting software engineering research on large 
software code bases.  More specifically it supports the 
exploration, analysis, and manipulation of source code.  For 
example, it can be used to conduct static analysis, compute 
program slices, calculate software metrics, or search for a 
specific pattern to solve more complex problems such as 
feature location or impact analysis.  Additionally, it is a flexible 
platform for manipulating source code for such things as 
refactoring or applying transformations for adaptive 
maintenance.  

The benefits of srcML are many.  It supports parsing of 
multiple languages, is highly scalable, efficient, and based on 
XML so the various XML technologies can be easily 
leveraged.  Thus, researchers can avoid the costly expense of 
engineering a parser and focus on the core aspects of their 
research problem.  Additionally, the infrastructure has recently 
undergone a number of substantial enhancements thanks to 
support from the US National Science Foundation. 

The srcML infrastructure allows a researcher or practitioner 
to construct tools for source-code analysis and manipulation.  
The srcML infrastructure consists of two main elements, an 
XML representation and a toolkit for converting source code 

to-and-from the format.  The srcML format is ideally suited for 
exploration and transformation tasks because it is an exact 
representation of the source code as written by the developer.  
All original source, including comments, preprocessor 
statements, and even white space, is perfectly preserved in the 
srcML representation.  It should be stressed that parsing in the 
presence of preprocessor statements presents quite a challenge.  
From the srcML format, the original source code can be 
extracted, permitting round-trip transformations without loss of 
any formatting and coding style.  The srcML format wraps the 
text of the source code in XML elements that mark the inherent 
syntax.  The names of the elements reflect the programmer’s 
view with tags such as <if>, <function>, <class>, etc. 

The srcML toolkit supports the translation of C, C++, C#, 
and Java source to the srcML format.  The self-contained 
parsing technology is robust (i.e., rigorously tested) and highly 
scalable both in time and memory.  The parser supports 
translation of single files, and even code fragments, e.g., a 
single statement.  Entire source code projects can be stored 
(and then analyzed or transformed) in a single srcML archive.  
Single file translation to the srcML format is at 35KLOC/sec 
and supports multithreaded parsing, which scales that 
translation speed according to the number of cores.  For 
example, the entire Linux kernel (over 35,000 source files) can 
be converted to the srcML format in less than 2 minutes on a 6-
core desktop machine, reaching translation speeds of over 150 
KLOC/sec.  Conversion back to source code from the srcML 
format is even faster.  The size of the resulting srcML file is 
~4.5 times that of the original code and can be easily 
compressed, leading to a size of ~1.5 times that of the 
compressed original code. 

The srcML infrastructure is freely available for download 
and licensed under GPL.  Complete documentation on the 
format and language feature support is provided on srcML.org.  
We also provide executables for MS Windows, Mac OS, and 
various GNU Linux distributions. 

II. OBJECTIVE OF BRIEFING 
The objective of this technical briefing is to disseminate 

information about the recent enhancements to the srcML 
infrastructure to a broad cross section of the software 
engineering community.  It is of particular interest to graduate 
students and researchers that need to construct custom 



exploration, static analysis, or transformation tools that are 
scalable to large code bases.  Additionally, there are a large 
number of industry practitioners who currently use srcML.  
Hence, professional developers interested in developing in 
house tools for analysis or manipulations are part of the 
indented audience. 

The srcML infrastructure can support research efforts on 
such things as architectural design recovery, programming 
language research, refactoring software to better utilize parallel 
hardware (e.g., GPUs), software reuse, large-scale adaptive 
changes, and enterprise wide system analysis.  It is also one of 
the few tools that support analysis across multiple languages. 

srcML is already being used by a wide variety of 
researchers, including those in the fields of software 
engineering, programming languages, parallel and distributed 
processing, and computer science education.  srcML has been 
used in the dissertation/thesis research of over two-dozen (and 
counting) computer science graduate students across a number 
of institutions.  Additionally, it is being used by multiple 
commercial organizations. 

In addition to the dissemination of information on the 
srcML infrastructure, another main purpose of this technical 
briefing is to obtain feedback from the research community on 
the srcML format and how the infrastructure can be improved 
to meet their needs. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF BRIEFING 
This 30 minute briefing is organized into three main parts:   
• A short introduction and overview of srcML;  
• Source-code analysis and transformation with the 

srcML client; 
• Building tools with the libsrcml API 
The first part is a general introduction to srcML, the format 

and the srcml client.  We focus on getting the code base into 
the srcML format.  Basic details of the implementation and 
scalability will be covered.  The command line client will be 
presented and demonstrated. 

Once in the srcML format, the second part will present the 
many options the researcher or developer has for analysis and 
transformation directly by using the srcml client.  To extract 
specific parts of code XPath can be used with the srcml client. 
In general, this requires a basic understanding of the srcML 
representation, including tag names. For example, to extract all 
the names of classes the XPath //src:class/src:name is 
used with the client. If just a count is required, the Xpath is 
even more direct, i.e., count(//src:class).  More 
sophisticated queries can be performed in Xpath using the 
elements and attributes of srcML, along with extension 
functions. If further control of the results is needed, XSLT 
programs can be constructed and directly applied using the 
client.  In addition to source-code analysis tasks, XSLT 
programs can also be used for source-code transformation, 
where the source is converted to srcML, an XML 
transformation applied, and then converted back to transformed 
source code.  This allows users to easily apply XPath and 
XSLT to directly query source code.  A number of examples 
will be presented.  The goal is to demonstrate the ease of use 

and capabilities of the infrastructure along with providing an 
understanding of the types of problems srcML can tackle. 

The third part of the briefing discusses how to integrate 
srcML into other tools via a C API called libsrcml.  It allows 
direct calls to the parsing technology so that srcML can be 
seamlessly integrated into other visualization or analysis tools.  
Additionally, a C++ framework call srcSAX will be introduced 
that greatly reduces the learning curve to building custom 
analysis and transformation tools using srcML. 

The only audio-visual requirement for the briefing is a 
projector and screen. 

IV. EXPERIENCE AND PREVIOUS SRCML BRIEFINGS 
The authors have given similar briefings and/or tutorials on 

srcML a number of times.  A one-hour technical briefing on 
srcML was presented by the authors at ICSE’15 and ICSME 
’14.  A one-hour tutorial on srcML was given at MUD ’15 and 
at a Shonan (Japan) meeting in March 2016.   

This proposed briefing is much shorter and will focus on 
giving the audience an understanding of the potential of the 
infrastructure to assist them in supporting their research 
endeavors.  
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